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Safe and effective structural firefighting requires a complex thought process. It is not a simple matter

of â€œhow to.â€• Decisions depend on many factors, from the type of building, to the likelihood of

occupancy, to the water supply. The third edition of Structural Firefighting: Strategy and Tactics

leads readers through all phases of planning, evaluation and implementation to enable them to

effectively manage structure fire incidents safe and effective manner, regardless of size or

complexity. The third edition has been revised to thoroughly cover the practical applications and

limitations of the latest research from Underwriters Laboratories (UL) and National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) as well as: â€¢ Discussion of actual, recent fire incidents and

what can be learned from them â€¢ Updated statistical information and coverage of the latest

applicable standards â€¢ Use of real-world examples to reinforce chapter concepts â€¢ Student

exercises based on practical and real scenarios By applying the principles described in this text,

even the most experienced incident commander will be able to utilize his or her knowledge more

effectively at the scene.
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I have actually been trying to reach Mr Klaene about this book. As I have had over 20 years in the

fire service and read just about every manual/book made, this was unbelievably hard to read..I

termed this particular book (after my second time through it) "Random Smatterings of Jargon Taken

from Other Literature".Did anyone actually study or proofread this? Examples: one page it says

"when higher ranking officer relieves lower ranking of cammand, consider assigning them to



Operations Sec Chief" ... then a few pages later- "when another IC assumes command, the relieved

officer should be assigned to Planning"..Or under "Delegating Authority" this is a sentence (quote)

"Information exchange through good communication is key to managing the fire ground." .. This

topic is not about communications OR firegound, its about DELEGATING authority.. Random,

oddball interjections of non-relevant subjects and confusing/contradicting statements made me and

everyone that I've talked to scratch our heads a bit.Those are examples from just a the first few

pages, there is a lot more.. I hated this book for this reason.There may be relevant and important

subject matter, but the way it is laid out confuses me. Almost like he threw (strategy/tactics) cue

cards in the air, picked them up and started writing..

Reading this book for promotional process, we all know how exciting reading text books can be! I

guess if I were to voluntarily choose to read a textbook, I would read this one.

This is a very good book; it well written and insightful. I'm reading it for a promotional exam and I am

enjoying the delivery of the material.

Great book! I utilized this for a Strategy/Tactics course I taught at Eastern Oregon University and

the students really liked it. Good luck.
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